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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW 
March 29, 2018 
 
GREG CHALMERS  ( -5) 
 
 
Q.  Greg, fantastic start, found some good form out there in scorable conditions? 
 
GREG CHALMERS:  Yeah, no question.  A couple tees were up.  It's a long golf course so I 
was thankful that they moved a couple tees up.  Particularly my length, I don't carry it the 
longest out here obviously, so on the back end of that.  But greens are great so you can 
really roll some nice putts and have some good opportunities if you can hit some iron shots. 
 
Q.  With all the rain we got, knowing that it was going to be a big ballpark to play in 
any way, how do you try and find spots to go at it out there today? 
 
GREG CHALMERS:  I have to hit -- I have to drive it in play first and then I just have to hit 
some good iron shots. 
 
I didn't hit it super close but I took advantage of the wedge holes.  There's a couple of par 5s 
that I wedged it really close, and I have to do that.  I worked pretty hard on that at the start of 
this week.  Got a great facility here where we can practice that.  That wasn't my strength last 
week, I struggled with that.  So I seem to be fixing that and that really helped me.  That's 
where most of my birdies came from apart from a lucky break there on 16. 
 
Q.  Anything in particular that you found in that work leading up to this week that you 
think translated perfectly into today? 
 
GREG CHALMERS:  Just the wedge distance control, yeah, that was the main thing.  I 
really struggled with that recently and I need -- when the course is this long, I need to hit my 
wedges close and I did that today. 
 


